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1. Smoking Figs in the Yark 7:23
2. The Manly Vibe 9:39
3. Bad River 3:02                      play
4. Executive Focus 11:34
5. Gimme the Awesome 5:21           play
6. Steak Rock 7:28
7. Coming Down the Stairs 5:17
8. Jammin' With Top Dollar 10:21
9. Low Lifes 16:19
10. Move Back! 2:38

Personnel: 
Paul Major (vocals, guitar); 
Jesper Eklow (guitar); 
Harry Druzd (drums).
  

 

  

The musty reek of a record collector’s basement must follow Endless Boogie around
everywhere they play. The Brooklyn blues jam conglomerate riffs on classic touchstones such
as the heavy Texas rumble of Z.Z. Top, the Woodstock noodling of Canned Heat, and the
brown acid haze of Blue Cheer. FOCUS LEVEL’s pleasures rest in the band’s ability to crawl
inside these sounds and explore them. Endless Boogie isn’t exactly trying to reinvent the
playbook, but they want to rewrite every page their very own way. Tracks such as “The Manly
Vibe” and “Smoking Figs in the Backyard” strut and swagger in the classic blues-rock manner.
---Tom Forget, AllMusic Review
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http://www.box.net/shared/q3d5e14zrz
http://www.box.net/shared/y72fo9rzu4
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everywhere they play. The Brooklyn blues jam conglomerate riffs on classic touchstones such
as the heavy Texas rumble of Z.Z. Top, the Woodstock noodling of Canned Heat, and the
brown acid haze of Blue Cheer. FOCUS LEVEL's pleasures rest in the band's ability to crawl
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--- www.cduniverse.com
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